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On Hypersurfaces of fI Hsu - Manifold

GEETA VERMA

Abstract: In these papers [2], [3] and tlf yt *"t 
studied some properties of hypersurfaces of H

Hsu - manifold. In this pup!i'r;,hun"ienneO ftyp.tUofiJ *noti tJttttt manifold and studied is

hvpersurfaces. rt t^ u""n i"ft ilth" ht..iitr*t-ot rtyperbolic almost Kahler manifold is

localty quasi-sasakian ,r;;il. 
--ior" 

,rliftr ,.g*ding itti hypetsurfaces of a flat H Hsu'

*tliioritt*. also been obtained'

Keywords: Hyperbolic Almost Katrler manifold' Curvature tensor' Reimannian

connection.

1. Introduction

WeconsideradifferentiablemanifoldMnofc|assC.'Lettherebeavectorvalued

linearfunctionFofC.,satisffingthealgebraicequation

(1 .1) F2 =-a'In

where'a' is a comPlex number'

TherrFi,,-llto-gi"etoMnahyperbolicdifferentiablestructure'brieflyI{

Hsu-structure, dcfined uv atitraic 
"q$:n 

(l'l).and qt TtiiPll^K 
is called HHsu-

manifold t5l.TfE "$r"il[i 
l) gt"o aifrrinJ'leUraic sfiuctures for different values

of a. If a * 0, it is a hypertolic n-stnrcture ' a = +{' ftis an almost complex or an almost

hy6perbol icprductTt""*a=l l ' i t isanalmostproductoranalmostJryperbol ic
complex structr! -o l-]6, it i. * almost tangent or a hyperbolic almost tangent

structure.Inthesecondcascnhastobeevenandinthesecondandthirdcases42'=1.

If the HHsu-strucurne is endowed with Hermite meric G' such that

(1.2) G(F1"'FP)=I'G(X'P)

Then{4G}issaidtog;veto-lulnhyperbolicHermiteestructure,brieflyknown
as H Hsu-struciure subordinate to H Hsu-structure'

In a hYPerbolic l/-stucture' if



{-

is satisfied, Jhen Mn is said to be a hyperbolic Ikhter manifold. E is the Reimannian
cnanpxion.

trfa hyperbolic H-structure, if

{1.4) (E;,FXD+(ETFXA\=0

is satisfied, then Mn is said to be a hyperbolic nearly Kahler manifold.
Let us eonsider Mn and Mn asthe l/ Hsu-manifold and its hypersurface

respectively. Let b : Mn -+ Mn be the embedding map, such that
p e M n + b p ! M n ,

Let .B be the conesponding Jacobian map such thar a vector field X in Mn at p,
BX n Mn at bp. Let g be the induced Reimannian metric in Mn. Thus we have

(1.5) G(BX,BY)o|= g(X,Y)

for arbifrary vector fieldsX,Y n Mn .
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(1.3)

(1.6a)

(1.6b)

for a unit normal to Mn -

If we put

(r .7a)

(1.7b)

Then it can be easily seen that

(1.8a)

(r.8b)

(1.8c)

(1.8d)

(l.e)
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(E 7, F)(p) =Q or (E 7, F\Fp) = o

G(N,N)ob=l

G(N,BX)ob=0

FBX: BW+ u(X)N

FN=-BU

X =a,X +u(X)U

u(/x):0

u((I)= d

fU=O na

g (X,f 7 = s"(x,Y) - u(X)u(Y)

E6ssBY = BDyY +'H(X,Y)N

EsyN =-BHX, respectively [1].

H(X,Y) def g(HX,Y)
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where X 9LfX anau(X)=.g(X,U)

i.e. the induced sffucture in a general contact metric structure.

Let E and D be the Reimannian connexions n Mn and, Mn respectively, Gauss
and Weingarten equations are

(1. l0a)

(l . lob)

where
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Let R and K denote the curvature tensors with respect to the connexions E and
D respectively. The generalized Gauss and Mainardi-Codazzi equations are given bV {5].

( l . l  l a ) ' R(BX, BY, BZ, BW) o b =' K(X,Y,Z,W) +
-t a" H (X,Z)' H (Y,W)- a" H (Y,Z)' H (X,W)

( 1 . l l b ) '  R ( B X , B Y , B Z , N ) o b = a t  { ( D x H ) ( Y , Z ) - ( D y H ) ( X , Z ) l
where

' R (BX, BY, BZ, Bn) 
LG(R(BX, 

BY,BY), BW)

On the hypersurface of a hyperbolic Kahler manifold subordinate of H Hsu-manifold
the following results hold [2].

(r.r2a)
(l . l2b)

Agreement (1.1): In the above and sequal l, lt, v . . . will be taken as arbitrary vector
fields in the enveloping manifold and X, Y, Z, . . . as arbitrary vector fields in the
hypersurface.

2.Hyperbolic Almost Kahler Manifold

Definition (2.1): Hyperbolic Hermite manifold satisfring

(2.ra) (E ;F)(p,v\ + (E o F)(v, 1) + (E, F)(tr", p) = Q

where 'FQ',p)aef G(FL,P)

Will be called hyperbolic alrnost Kahler manifold, sub ordinate to H Hsu-manifold.

From the equation (1.7a), we have

(2.1)b) G{FBX, BY) = G (BfX,Bn + u (X) G (N, Bn

Differentiating oquation (2.1b), covariantly with respect to BZ,then using the equations
(1.5), (1.O, (1.74) ad (1.10)a), we have

Q.2) (E p' F\N(,BY)ob =(D7,' f)(X,Y)+' H(X,Z)u(Y)-' H(Y,Z)u(X)

Writing two oftcr c$ttions by cyclic permutations of X, Y, Z,wehave

Q3) (E By' FXBZ,BX)ob=(Dy,' f)(Z,X)+' H (Z,Y)u(X)-' H(X,Y)u(Z)

and
(2.4) (E B:(' FXBY, BZ)ob = (D y,' f)(Y,Z\ +' H (Y, X)u(Z) -' H (X,Z)u(Y)

Thus we have the following theorem:

Theorem Q.\t If the eweloping maniftld is a hyperbolic almost Kahler manfold, its

hypersurface is given by

t73l

(ryfiY : {nHX -',H(X,v)U

(ryig: -'H(x,v)



(2.5) (Dx)f[y,Z\+(Dy,'f)(Z,X)+(DZ,'fl(X,I) =0

Proqf: Adding the equations Q.2), (2.3) and (2.4),we get

Q.6) {(E Bz' F)(BX ,BY'I + (E By 
' F)(BZ, BX) + (E BX' F)(BY , BZ) } ob

* \Dz ,' I)(Y ,Z) + (Dy ,' f)(Z , X) + (D7 ,' f)(X ,Y)

Using the equation (2.1)a) in the equation(2.6), we get the equation (2.5).

Corollary (2.1): Hypersurface of Hyperbolic almost Kahler manifold is locally Quassi
Sasakian manifold.

Proof: Equation (2.5) proves the statement.

Theorem Q.Z)z For the lypersurface of hyperbolic almost Kahler maniftld, we have

(2.7) (D x,' f)(Y, Z) + (Dy,' f\2, X ) + (D 7,' f){X,Y ) +

+' I (@, f)X <ry, flZ,Y) +' f (4, flZ -@, f)Y,h !
+' f ((Dx, fY -(4, f\x,Z) =o

' 
f (X,Y) = g(7,Y) = -' f (X,Y)

' f (7 'V1= a' ' f (X'n

Differentiating (2.8)b) covariantly with respect to Z and Using the equation
(2.8) again,
We get

(2.9a) (Dz' f (F ,V) +' f ((D2 fl(x ,V) +' f (F ,(nz flY) = ar (D2' fl(x ,Y)

Similarly, writing two other equations, we have

Q.gb) (Dr 'I(2,7) +'l((Dy fl2,7'; +'712,1oy f)x) = a'(Dy 'f)(z,x)

Q.gc) (Dx'fl(Y,Z)+'f((Dy f)Y,27+'71V,1or f)z)=a' (Dz'n(x,Y)

Adding the equations Q.9a), (b) ad (c) then using the equations (2.8a) and (2,5), we get
the required result.

3. Hypersurfaces of Flat l/Hsu-manifold

Theorem (3,1)t The umbilical hypersurface of a hyperbolic General Dilferentiable (H
Hsu) manifuld is of constant Reimannian curvanfiq if the enveloping manifold is flat.

Proof: La the hypersurface be umbilic, i.e.

'H(X,n: g(X,Y) ., [] ,
then (l.l l)a), gives

i

Proof: We have

(2.8a)

and

(2.8b)

,d
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'R(BX,BY, BZ, Bn ob ='K(X,Y,Z,W) +

t75l

(3.1)

+ d g(X,n g (Y,n - d eg,Q c (X,W

If the enveloping manifold is flat, then (3. I ) reduces to

(3.2) 'K(X,Y, Z, l,/) : d {g (Y,Z) S (X,rn - dX,Q dY,rnl

This shows that the hypersurface is constant Reimannian Curvature.

Conversely, if (3.2) holds, then using (3.2) in (3.1), we have 'R(BX, By, BZ,
BII/) = 0, that is the manifold is flat.

Theorem Q.2\z The scalar carvature of the umbilical hypersurface Arf of aflat H Hsu-

maniftld tf is given by
(3.3) r= m (m -l) a'

Proof: The unbilical hypersurface is of constant R reimannian curvature (by theorem
(3.1)). We have

K(X,Y, Z,) : d {S (Y, D X - g 6, An

From this we at once get the equation (3.3).

Theorem Q.3)z The quosi-umbilical hypersurface of a flat H Hsu-manifuld can never
be of constant Reimannian cuevature.

Proof: Let the hypersurface of a flat .F/ Hsu-manifold be quasi-umbilical, then we can
always write.
(3.4) ' H(X,Y) = g (X,n + u(X)u(Y)

Using (3.4) in (l.l la), we have

(3.5) 'R(BX, BY, BZ, BW) ob ='K(X,Y,Z,|/) +

+ d g(X,Q S(Y,W) - a' g(Y,4 C(X,rl,

d g\Y,W)u(X)u(Q+ d g(X,4u(Y)u(W)- d g(Y,4u(Eu(W)

Now,
'K(X,Y,Z,W) : a'{g (Y,4 g 6,n * 6,4 S V,rY)\

If d ls V,n u(X) u(Y) u(4 + s (X,4 u(Y) u(t/) - g (Y,Qu(X) u(W)

- g 6,lAu& u(Z)] = 0

Let I *0 tren

{s V,w)u(X) u(Q + g(X,Qu(Y)u(W) - s g,Du(x) u(W)

-s6,rY)u(Y)u(41 =0

or s(Y,rv)u(X) U + u(Y)u(tv)X-u(nu(WY - s(X,I/)u(Y) U =0

or ds(Y,rn + nu (Y) u (rv) - a(Y) u(n - u (Y) u (W)= 0

ds(Y,w) + (m 1) u (Y) u (tT) = 0

d Y+ (m-2)u(Y)U =0
or

or
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md + (n-2f=g

2d (m-l) =g

d : 0

thus the quaslumbilical hypersurface can not be of constant

(3,4)z If the hypersurface of aflat H Hsu-nufold of minimal-variety, then

or

or

or

But a'*0,
curvature.

Theeorem
divH=0.
But the converse is not tue in general.

Proof: Let the hypersurface be of minimal variety, then

t .  / / :0 ,  Ul

Since the enveloping manifold is flat, equation (l.l lb) funplic dtat

(DxI{)Y - (DyI{)X=O

Confiacting this equation, we get

(div //)I= Ytr. H = 0 (since Tr. I/= 0)

Conversely, if div. //= 0, then from the last equation, we get

Ytr .H:0 i.e. t. H: oonstanl
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